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Squared prime numbers 
Methods giving all prime numbers endless 
Dr Gunnar Appelqvist 
Abstract; 
The prime numbers are the building numbers of the number series. They are dividable only with themselves and 
1. These prime numbers build all numbers in the number series. The number 89 is a prime while 87 is a composite 
number containing the primes 3 and 29. The number 87 therefore is not a prime number because it contains 
two primes. The prime numbers occur quite close in the number series even if they eventually slightly thin. 
Euclid, though, proved 300th BC that there is an infinite number of primes. The highest prime number known 
right now is 282 589 933 – 1. I have discovered a formula giving all prime numbers endless. This as a result from 
other prime constructions I newly found showing how different prime constellations refer to each other in one 
or several squares. Finally, I have discovered another method giving all prime numbers endless, also explaining 
why they occur as they do. 
Nomenclature   
The word prime square, origin square or, for example, 11-square, 17-square (or any prime) denote a square 
created from a certain prime number, the so-called origin prime. 
The origin rectangle is the rectangle formed when the right vertical line of the prime square is left out. 
The word corner square is the largest possible square drawn from each corner without overlapping each other. 
The word starting prime refer to the prime numbers 5, 7, 11, 13, 17 and 19 when used to find all primes endless. 
Construction 
Let us start with constructing a square with as many boxes, squared of course, as the prime number you start 
with. The Microsoft Excel should be suitable to use. If we use the origin prime number 7, the empty square looks 
like this: 
 
We then continue to go through the number series line by line. As soon as a prime number turns up, we note 
that number in the box. After having gone through all 49 boxes in the square the primes are placed like this: 
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We continue to survey the square, box by box, starting on the upper left box. Every new prime number is noted 
in the same way. During the third survey a collision with an occupied box appears. The prime number 101 should 
have been noted in a box already occupied by 3. We then have to create a new square and place 101 in that 
very same box in this second square (or just leave the number, if we intend to use just the first square). Thereafter 
we continue to note the primes in the first square until another collision appears. 
Even in the second square collisions may appear, which in turn demand a third square. But after that we go on 
with the first square until this one is filled with prime numbers. Some gaps then remain in the second square 
and we continue according to the same principles until the three first squares derived from the origin prime 7 
are filled. These three squares, noted A, B and C, look like this: 
Square 1 
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Square 2 
    
Square 3 
    
It should be emphasized that the right vertical line, starting with the origin prime (7 in this case) does not 
participate in the investigation more than filling up the square with prime numbers.  
The sum of the primes, line by line, horizontal as well as vertical, is divisible with the origin prime itself (7 in this 
case). This is shown by the figures alongside or underneath every line in the upper example. The total sum of 
the square´s numbers is shown at the bottom after the sum sign ∑. This total sum always is evenly divisible with 
the origin prime squared (7² in this case).  
Below I present the results regarding the two first squares (A and B) concerning the origin prime 11, and the 
first square (A) concerning the origin prime 17. The quotients after the sum of every line are left out in the 17-
square.   








The corner squares are noted a, b, c, and d clockwise. The upper left corner (a) and lower right corner (c) in the 
origin square (or upper right and lower left) do reflect each other. The reflections come clear when you find that 
the sum is evenly divisible with the origin prime squared. This also goes for two different reflections (a, c and b, 
d), and even if added with reflections in the middle horizontal line. Three examples are showed below. The 7-
square`s third square (C), the 11-square´s second square (B) and the 17-square´s first square (A). The corner 
square´s denotations are used. 
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The three reflection´s sum (a, c and b, d as well as the middle horizontal line) is 12584 which divided with 11² 
gives 104.        
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The two reflection´s sum (a, c and b, d) is 24276 which divided with 17² gives 84.    
These reflections also bring that the circumferences, from start box to start box, are evenly divisible with the 
origin prime squared. The 17-square below clarify this by showing the different circumferences in different 
colors. Their sums, as well as the quotients after division with 17², are presented beneath.   
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You may summarize the presentation above concerning the reflections inside a prime square in the following 
way. 
You start with a square out of an optional prime number. I have above showed squares derived from the primes 
7, 11 and 17. 
You count de boxes in the first square (A) starting on the first box. Every time a prime number appears you right 
it down in that box. When a box is occupied by a former prime you either leave it out or transfer it to the same 
box in a second square (B). 
When a square is filled with primes you subdivide it into four corner squares, as big as possible, denoted a, b, c 
and d clockwise. You also get a center line between the left and right vertical sides. 
Irrespective of what kind of constellation you activate this is what you find: 
1. Every constellation in the corner square a and/or d added to a corresponding constellation in the corner 
square b and/or c is evenly divisible with the origin prime. 
2. Every constellation in the corner square a and/or b added to a corresponding constellation in the corner 
square d and/or c is not evenly divisible with the origin prime. 
3. Every reflecting constellation inside two of the opposed diagonal corner squares, possibly summarized with 
any optional reflecting constellation inside the two other diagonal corner squares, is evenly divisible with the 
origin prime squared. You may even add a reflection inside the center line and get this result. 
This explains, among other things, why every circumference in the colored example above (origin square 17) is 
evenly divisible with 17². Every half line is reflecting the opposite diagonal side, as well as you may reckon with 
the reflection inside the center line. 
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In this way the prime numbers in the origin square are reflecting each other in different ways. The term 
“reflection” indicate that the sum is divisible with the origin prime, either plain or squared. 
The prime numbers cooperating in different ways are identic with the prime series up to when the collisions are 
turning up, and thereafter the primes do not follow any particular pattern. The primes in the 7-square are spread 
out as below (number 7 is not marked).   
 
A formula giving every prime number without end 
How, then, is the relationship between the first prime square (A) and the second one (B)? In the second square 
the prime numbers are mostly higher than in the first one, and if you compare a specific box the prime in the 
second square is always higher than in the first square. The box number one in the 7-square is 197 while in the 
second square it is 491. The difference between 491 and 197 is 294. The interesting thing is that 294 is evenly 
divisible with 7²×2 = 98 which gives 298/98 = 3. Every prime in the second square has got a similar relation to 
its corresponding number in the first square. For instance, 439 – 47 = 392 which give us 392/98 = 4. In this way 
every prime number in the second 7-square is related to the corresponding prime number in the first square by 
adding a few number of 7²×2 to the prime number in the first square. My conjecture is that this is valid 
concerning all prime squares. 
Now let us start with the lowest applicable prime number 3 and its square 3². Double it and you get 18. We add 
it to the six next starting prime numbers 5, 7, 11, 13, 17 and 19. Let us start with the number 5. After a few adds 
you get a prime, and after another few adds you get another higher one. In this way you continue as long as 
you want to. Thereafter you go further with the other numbers (7, 11, 13, 17 and 19) in the same way. Every 
starting prime in the examples below has got its own color, facilitating to follow the procedure. In this way every 
prime number is detected, and the prime series is complete as far as we choose to go on.  
A formula giving all prime numbers is: 
  5+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end  
  7+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end 
11+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end 
13+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end 
17+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end 
19+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end 
The letter n in the formula stands for how many 18-adds you have to do before the next prime is found. 
I will now illustrate this in three examples. The first one begins with the starting primes in the formula (5, 7, 11, 
13, 17, 19) up to the prime number 1889. The second example starts from the prime number 95783. The color 
marks are shown in the first example and show the connection to the starting prime. The third illustration is 
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fetched from a quite high section in the prime number series starting from the prime 888 888 888 888 811. Even 
in this case all the detected primes are drawn from the starting primes. Wherever you start in the prime series 
there is a connection to the starting primes. My investigations, so far, show the same unequivocal result, which 
strengthens the evidence of this formula. 
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My conjecture is that this method gives you all prime numbers without end. 
A method giving every prime number without end 
The formula above is a convenient way to find all the primes because you do not use so many operations. Even 
when you go from 888 888 888 889 723 to the next prime number 888 888 888 889 993 you just need fifteen 
18-adds. A minor problem is that you cannot follow one prime number to the next. But this is possible with the 
method I will now present. 
This method also proceeds from the prime numbers 5, 7, 11, 13, 17 and 19. Every prime number ends with the 
figures 1, 3, 7 or 9. A number ending with 5 can never be a prime (except from 5). But every number ending with 
5, and derived from the primes 5, 7, 11, 13, 17 and 19, contains all prime numbers in relevant order, one by one, 
if you divide the original 5-number with 5. This does not occur every time, but quite often. 
 This is how the first 5-numbers according to above are formed. 
 
Let us look at the number 13 as an example. 13+18+18+18+18=85 which divided with 5 gives the prime number 
17, while for instance 175 divided with 5 gives the composite number 35 (5×7). This shows that every division 
with 5 does not give a prime. You should even notice that a 5-number not connected with the starting primes 
always starts with both 3 and 5 which make them more complicated to work with. We therefore build a 5-series 
derived from the starting primes and then find that these 5-numbers appear when 10 and 20 alternately are 
added to the previous 5-number. Beneath the 48 first 5-numbers are presented stack-wise.  
                          
888 888 888 888 811 888 888 888 888 859 888 888 888 888 883 888 888 888 888 907 888 888 888 888 953
888 888 888 888 961 888 888 888 888 983 888 888 888 888 997 888 888 888 889 049 888 888 888 889 051
888 888 888 889 087 888 888 888 889 091 888 888 888 889 097 888 888 888 889 187 888 888 888 889 189
888 888 888 889 193 888 888 888 889 213 888 888 888 889 217 888 888 888 889 327 888 888 888 889 387
888 888 888 889 471 888 888 888 889 499 888 888 888 889 537 888 888 888 889 559 888 888 888 889 583
888 888 888 889 607 888 888 888 889 633 888 888 888 889 691 888 888 888 889 693 888 888 888 889 723
888 888 888 889 751 888 888 888 889 871 888 888 888 889 873 888 888 888 889 879 888 888 888 889 891
888 888 888 889 909 888 888 888 889 933 888 888 888 889 993 888 888 888 890 071 888 888 888 890 087
 
888 888 888 890 147 888 888 888 890 209 888 888 888 890 473 888 888 888 890 521 888 888 888 890 537
888 888 888 890 557 888 888 888 890 591 888 888 888 890 659 888 888 888 890 663 888 888 888 890 747
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To find every prime number, using a division with number 5, you need to sort out all composite quotients. The 
numbers starting with the prime number 5 show themselves in a quite simple pattern and therefor are easy to 
find. The next composite number (after the 5-division) starting with, or containing, the prime number 7 starts 
with 7 squared, that is 5×7². In this way you get the exact position in the 5-series where the 7-s start, and this 
goes for all the following primes. Observe, though, that every analysis concerning every single 5-number using 
this method starts with a 5-division. 
You find that the pattern in which the 5-s, the 7-s, the 11-s and so on consists of one short and one long 
sequence. The short sequence is the investigated prime multiplied with 10 and the long sequence the prime 
multiplied with 20. It depends on the development of the 5-series if the investigated prime series starts with a 
short or a long sequence. The pattern in figures is shown beneath. The number beneath every prime is where 
to find the starting point, that is the prime number squared multiplied with 5. The two numbers on the right 
show the short and the long sequence. 
                  
When the 5-series is built and then every composite number is sorted out several gaps remain. These gaps, 
divided with 5, give every prime number in order. Then you find, for instance, why certain primes are twin primes 
and why there is a larger gap between certain prime numbers. The way the prime numbers show up is 
determined by how the composite 5-s are positioned. The entire procedure is shown below. The prime numbers 
are yellow marked, and the starting position for every new prime (this prime squared×5) is blue marked. The 
horizontal lines show the six starting primes 7, 17, 19, 11, 13 and 5. 
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25 5 445 89 865 173 1285 257 1705 11×31
35 7 455 7×13 875 5×5×7 1295 7×37 1715 7×7×7
55 11 475 5×19 895 179 1315 263 1735 347
65 13 485 97 905 181 1325 5×53 1745 349
85 17 505 101 925 5×37 1345 269 1765 353
95 19 515 103 935 11×17 1355 271 1775 5×71
115 23 535 107 955 191 1375 5×5×11 1795 359
125 5×5 545 109 965 193 1385 277 1805 19×19
145 29 565 113 985 197 1405 281 1825 5×73
155 31 575 5×23 995 199 1415 283 1835 367
175 5×7 595 7×17 1015 7×29 1435 7×41 1855 7×53
185 37 605 11×11 1025 5×41 1445 17×17 1865 373
205 41 625 5×5×5 1045 11×19 1465 293 1885 13×29
215 43 635 127 1055 211 1475 5×59 1895 379
235 47 655 131 1075 5×43 1495 13×23 1915 383
245 7×7 665 7×19 1085 7×31 1505 7×43 1925 5×7×11
265 53 685 137 1105 13×17 1525 5×61 1945 389
275 5×11 695 139 1115 223 1535 307 1955 17×23
295 59 715 11×13 1135 227 1555 311 1975 5×79
305 61 725 5×29 1145 229 1565 313 1985 397
325 5×13 745 149 1165 233 1585 317 2005 401
335 67 755 151 1175 5×47 1595 11×29 2015 13×31
355 71 775 5×23 1195 239 1615 17×19 2035 11×37
365 73 785 157 1205 241 1625 5×5×13 2045 409
385 7×11 805 7×23 1225 5×7×7 1645 7×47 2065 7×59
395 79 815 163 1235 13×19 1655 331 2075 5×83
415 83 835 167 1255 251 1675 567 2095 419
425 5×17 845 13×13 1265 11×23 1685 337 2105 421
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The survey above shows how and why the prime numbers appear the way they do. You may even notice that 
the composite numbers, after the 5-division, show a pattern where the prime number series appear in many 
different variations. My conjecture is that this method gives you all prime numbers without end. 
Summary 
My investigation shows that there is a regularity even by the prime numbers. This structure is obvious when a 
prime square is created. The squared prime numbers. 
1. Connections in a prime square 
A prime square (or origin square) is defined as a square consisting of as many boxes as the origin prime squared. 
This prime settle every side of the square. So, for example, the origin square 17 has got four sides with 17 boxes 
along every side. The prime numbers in each of the 289 boxes are filled with primes when a prime number occur 
in the number series (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and so on) and then is noted in that very box.  
If a box is occupied in the origin square A this prime number could be transferred to the corresponding box in 
a second square B, and thereafter the counting and noting continue in the first square A. Eventually we get two 
filled prime squares. Analyzing these squares, you leave out the right vertical line, representing only the origin 
prime number.  
When a square is filled with primes you subdivide it into four corner squares, as big as possible, denoted a, b, c 
and d clockwise. You also get a center line between the left and right vertical sides. 
Irrespective of what kind of constellation you activate this is what you find: 
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1. Every constellation in the corner square a and/or d added to a corresponding constellation in the corner 
square b and/or c is evenly divisible with the origin prime. 
2. Every constellation in the corner square a and/or b added to a corresponding constellation in the corner 
square d and/or c is not evenly divisible with the origin prime. 
3. Every reflecting constellation inside two of the opposed diagonal corner squares, possibly summarized with 
any optional reflecting constellation inside the two other diagonal corner squares, is evenly divisible with the 
origin prime squared. You may even add a reflection inside the center line and get this result. 
My Conjecture 1 is that this applies to every prime square without end. 
2. A formula giving all prime numbers endless 
In the second prime square the prime numbers are always higher than in the first square if you compare a 
specific box. There is a mathematic connection between the prime numbers in the first and second square. This 
connection appears when you square and double the origin prime and thereafter add this number to the prime 
you investigate. A new higher prime is found after n additions. 
You start with the lowest applicable prime number 3 and its square 3². Double it and you get 18. We add 18 to 
the six next prime numbers 5, 7, 11, 13, 17 and 19 in any order. After a few adds you get a prime and after 
another few adds you get another higher one. In this way you continue as long as you want to. The primes are 
creating themselves. 
A formula giving all prime numbers is: 
  5+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end  
  7+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end 
11+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end 
13+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end 
17+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end 
19+18×n, +18×n, +18×n … without end 
The letter n in the formula stands for how many 18-adds you must do until the next prime is found. 
My Conjecture 2 is that you find every prime number by adding 18 to the primes 5, 7, 11, 13, 17 and 19 one by 
one endless. 
 3. A method giving all prime numbers endless 
There is still a possibility to even more precise get all prime numbers. You start a 5-number series derived from 
the start primes 7, 17, 19, 11, 13 and 5 in that very order. Factorized these number always begin with number 5. 
When each of these numbers are divided with 5 the quotient is either a prime number or a composite number 
containing two or some more prime numbers in the nearby. By sorting out all the composite quotients you get 
all the prime numbers endless and in order.  
Every composite quotient starts with a prime from 5 and up, squared. Thereafter the quotients starting with that 
prime show up periodically according to a pattern of short and long sequences. The position for each new prime 
beginning the composite quotient is this prime squared and multiplied with 5. Thereafter the short sequence is 
this prime multiplied with 10, while the long sequence is this prime multiplied with 20. 
When all the composite quotients are deleted there are left several 5-numbers which divided with 5 give all 
prime numbers, and you even see clearly the distance between the prime numbers which for instance explain 
why the prime twins occur as they do. 
My Conjecture 3 is that this is an exact method giving all prime numbers endless and in order. 
